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Who I am 
 

My first day at Queen’s started out with me having to 

drag all my earthly possession from the traffic jam Earl Street 

invariably becomes every “move-in day”. Two large suit cases 

and a small duffle bag – which I once described as a hockey bag 

and promptly told, “that be big enough to carry your helmet and 

gloves and not a whole lot more”. I settled into my room quickly 

enough and made good friends with my room-mate and 

neighbors on the first floor of Morris Hall; eventually, signing 

leases with four out of the five. Later that night, I had the 

thought, “better make some friends, it could get lonely if you’re 

the last one not in a group”; but, I also had the thought, “42 hours 

on a train does not lend itself to a good night’s sleep”. So, I spent 

the first two day’s orientation not really troubling anyone to my 

presence.   

After a few more days and nights that are blurred out of 

my memory, either because they are just that uninteresting or 

because my memory was hampered by substances, I cannot say 

for sure. What is clear in my mind is awkwardly walking up to 

this guy named Jeremy Rogers, who was wearing a UN blue t-

shirt and saying to me “… it’s no commitment, join when ever 

you like, but sign up for more information! We’ll be having a 

drop-in event at the ARC tomorrow night, that’s going to be a lot 

of fun. Hope you can make it!” He himself, probably not aware 

of how many times those words were exchanged to how ever 

many freshly admitted high school students. Regardless, I 

signed up, got an email, and learnt all about the MUN team, 

QIO, Speakers Series, QICSIM, QMUNi and so much more.  

I decided on joining the MUN, since it seemed to have 

the most regular time commitment; time which I felt I had 

plenty. The application process was terrifying. First a Google 

form asking basic questions about myself. Year: 2019; 

Program: Art-Sci, hoping to major in Poli-Sci with a minor in 

History; Email: 14bmc2@queensu.ca. And those have held true 

for any Google form I have filled out at Queen’s ever since.  

Interviews were to follow. Clear spoken, authoritative, 

smartly dressed and asking me questions I had no idea how to 

answer; three people decided to give me the pass to join the 

group of people who personally, professionally, and 

• In QIAA since 

first-year, part 

of MUN exec 

for two years 

 

• The key to 

balancing 

commitments 

is the make 

commitments 

your leisure 

time 

 

• Excited to 

have the 

opportunity to 

help every 

initiative in 

QIAA, as I 

enjoy going to 

them all 

 

• Systems of 

communicatio

n will be 

implemented 

to increase 

cooperation 

and success of 

all initiatives. 
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academically helped me develop in three short years. I will truly forever be grateful to Spencer 

Belyea, Hana Chaudry and Caroline Marful.  

The next two years would see me become a chair then committee direct for QMUNi, Aa 

researcher for QICSIM, and increasing frequenter of Outreach, and Speaker Series. Furthermore, 

in my role as a logistics director of MUN I have learnt how to handle sensitive situations, practical 

concerns, and balance my work ethic and social life. I feel like I am ready to add my bit of 

knowledge to the betterment of the club that has given so much. 

My Leadership 
 

I want to know what is going on all the time, because I 

ultimately have responsibility for all actions taken by QIAA 

members and initiatives. This does not mean I want to be part of 

the entire decision process, simply be aware and sign on to all 

major decisions and take their consequences.  

It has been a policy of leadership for some years now, 

that the President should not make any substantive decisions for 

initiatives. This means, not undermining the executives of 

initiatives, by fixing them to a previous notion or preconception 

of how they should go about the jobs that leadership itself 

intrusted them to do. I believe this is good policy and will uphold 

it as one of my core principles.  

For instance, if the MUN executive decides that they 

want to be a more exclusive and highly competitive initiative, I 

would allow them. I would ask them for justification, and a clear 

reasoning as to how it can benefit QIAA. Their justification may 

be counter to the values and direction that the president and 

leadership wants for QIAA, but having independence of thought 

and action for all initiatives is incredibly important to truly 

garner the most creative and motivated individuals. That is not 

to say, there will be no consequences, but they will be laid out 

in a reasoned and open manner to reflect the respect I have for 

each initiative. If they would want to become so far removed 

from the policy of the club, they would be restricted in their 

funding, and initiatives that promote the general direction of the 

club will be compensated. A consequence that I greatly hesitate 

to invoke for any such disagreements of direction would be 

exclusion from the club.   

However, that is an extreme case, with extreme 

consequences. In most circumstances I believe I will have a 

• “The buck stops 

here”: I want to 

explicitly take on 

responsibility for 

all decisions made 

 

• No initiative will 

be responsible for 

hounding QIAA 

participation to 

their events, that 

will be the role of 

leadership, and 

ultimately myself 

 

• I will not threaten 

cooperation, but 

ask for it in return 

for my trust and 

support 

 

• Create more 

cohesion through 

communication 
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limited role for my actual powers over funding and membership. For most issues of missed 

deadlines, meetings, or participation I will have only one recourse: communicating that we are a 

volunteer organisation and we need to do things not for personal gain, but for the sake of every 

other member and initiative.  

 Communication is the core of my leadership, and subsequently the core of this presidential 

platform. Making sure that every initiative has the information to best cooperate with all others 

and facilitate the transition process so that we can be a more cohesive organisation between 

initiatives and year to year. If communication is the core, then respect is the substance of my 

leadership. Without communication, we cannot form the trust we need to be sure that if we place 

respect on one, we will receive it in return, this will be further explained in my vision for the club 

as a whole. 

 I envision myself providing direction whenever needed, and certainly whenever asked, but 

not providing it at all times for all things. I want initiatives to take chances, and know they have 

my support. Moreover, best support I can lend is to be as present and visible as possible for QIAA 

members. I also believe that the best way to describe leadership is by showing what you prioritise, 

and this platform will highlight my priorities as a leader. 

Vison for the Club 
 

 We need to become more cooperative, efficient, and 

more relevant to this campus. A good place to start is showing 

the clubs that already participate with us that we are a reliable 

and gainful partner. This relies once again, that within the club 

we can communicate and respect one another. 

Once we have a good hold of each other we can always 

put our best foot forward and know that when we speak for 

QIAA prowess and ability we can be confident our fellow 

members will deliver. This will facilitate cooperation with 

emerging and established clubs, presenting ourselves with the 

Kingston community as representatives of the best queens has to 

offer, and showcasing the talent and ability that comes through 

the gates of this institution.  

Our unity should not come from threatening contractual 

obligation. We are all volunteers, and all our time is important, 

thus if we wish to reach our collective potential we must all be 

committed to each other. That lead of faith becomes harder the 

less information one has on those they are supposed to trust. 

Thus, Human Resource (HR) policy, a system of memoranda 

• More cohesive 

and united club: 

More people on 

first names basis 

 

• More exposure of 

QIAA in the 

university 

community 

 

• Further reduction 

of “clique” 

reputation and 

culture 
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(memos), “connections” initiative, quantifying participation, 

credit cards: They all have a part to play in increasing the trust 

and respect we have for one another.  

Not only do I believe this attempt at formalising 

communication and trust will increase the cooperation of 

members and clubs involved with QIAA; I believe this will make 

the club more appealing and accessible to outsiders. Moreover, 

we need to cater to as many kinds of student as possible, which 

means organising socials with absolutely no alcohol involved. 

Which also present an opportunity to collaborate with more clubs 

– those with reaction as their focus. This would allow us to 

become more familiar with each other and make QIAA a more 

present club in campus life. 

My main goal for my presidency is to create an 

environment where the future of QIAA rests on the limits of 

imagination rather than missteps, redundancies and 

discouragement. And the way we do this, all of it, is by going 

back to our roots, and putting our motto front and centre in our 

work. Which means we must make this campus engage, became 

educated, and experience the huge impact of international 

relations, and development. 

 

  

Continued 

• Emphasis on the 

volunteer nature of 

all QIAA’s work 

 

• We should be 

cooperating for 

cooperation’s sake, 

not being coerced 

by each other 

 

• Reciprocating 

trust; specifically, 

from each 

initiative to the 

president 
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Working Projects 
 

 

 The following will be the general outlines for the projects I as president will have direct 

control over and believe will make a lasting positive change to the club. The order they are 

present below is the order in which I prioritise their completion. I will seek to complete all of 

them, but do not give any assurances. I do assure that if elected I will develop and implement the 

top priority of HR policy. I will focus on no more than two at a time, so I can ensure they are 

implemented as best as possible.  
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Create a Comprehensive HR Policy 
 

 QIAA is a large enough organisation for there to be a 

high chance for misconduct to happen from member to member. 

This has proved to be a problem for some years now, and there 

has yet be action. Moreover, the University as a whole is lagging 

in comprehensive (HR) policy and service implementation. This 

was highlighted in the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response 

Working Group (SAPRWG) final report to the Principal and 

Vice-Chancellor, Daniel Woolf, and Vice-Provost and Dean of 

Student Affairs, Ann Tierney. Taking two years to complete and 

delivered in 2015, the report outlines what exists and what 

should exist in the way of sexual assault.  

 I want QIAA to become a leader in this field for the rest 

of the University. HR system will incorporate the objectives the 

SAPRWG report. As explained by the report, there is no straight 

forward line of response or reporting of sexual assault (Figure 9: 

SAPRWG, 2015 pp. 101). As a club, we are beholden to certain 

guidelines from official University policy as well as AMS 

policy, but we do have the responsibility and means to enact our 

own solutions to this problem.  

 Though I cannot give out much more than speculative 

details on what our policy will look like, I can say for certain 

what the guidelines will be. First and foremost, we will be 

striving to meet the recommendation of becoming an easy “first 

contact” for any of our members that are victims of sexual 

assault: “recognise, respond, refer” (SAPRWG, 2015 pp. 55). 

Secondly, confidentiality will be guaranteed as much as 

possible. This means minimising the number of people aware of 

the case as much as legally permissible. And thirdly, the policy 

will be centered around the victim. Though there will 

opportunity to appeal, the main purpose of the policy will be to 

help the victim pursue the best course of action for their 

protection and benefit. This will mean a zero-tolerance policy 

were victims will be entirely accredited and supported. The 

process will be made clear in writing and added to the QIAA 

constitution, replacing the current section.  

 Work on this will begin as soon as I am able. The first 

step will be to seek the parameters as well as advice, consulting 

• Have exact 

processes outlined 

for compliant and 

appeal 

 

• Developed over 

the summer and 

have a draft by 

September 

 

• Three principles: 

Becoming the first 

contact for all 

members; Total 

confidentiality; 

Victim Centred 

 

• Consult with 

University 

Administration 

and support 

groups to ensure 

success 
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with the Vice-Provost and Dean of Student Affairs, Rector, AMS Clubs, and Justice Commission. 

This will occur throughout summer and finished by September at the latest. In tandem, ideas for 

core will be considered and tested against the parameters and advice of the aforementioned. 

Finally, a draft policy will be first shown to Core and require approval to be presented in a General 

Members meeting during fall. Amendments will be accepted and reviewed within a period of one 

week both for the Core draft presentation, and General Members meeting. A final draft will be 

presented for ratification in a subsequent General Members meeting to be held no later than the 

February 2nd, 2019.  

QIAA Connections 

 

 Part of becoming more relevant in campus, is providing 

more services. This project would create a new initiative with a 

Pending name of QIAA connections. This would be developed 

with the help of Core, but predominantly by the first-year interns 

and leadership. 

 The objective of this initiative would be to connect general 

members, from any or no prior involvement in initiatives, to 

more experienced members and alumni of QIAA. An emphasis 

would be given to alumni interaction, for concrete professional 

and personal advice and support.  

 QIAA has been around for 130 years, and not because of 

luck. Many alumni were passionate about their time here with 

QIAA. Lunches, panel talks, workshops could be organised to 

connect alumni with current members. Experience with 

application processes, interviews, work cultures and general life 

advice is something all undergraduates yearn for at some if not 

all stages of their degree. 

 Lastly, there would be a focus on internship application and 

support. Information on possible internships, updated regularly 

would be posted on the revitalised QIAA website. Coupled with 

Alumni support previously mentioned, this initiative would 

further strengthen the cohesiveness of QIAA year to year, as 

well as make it more attractive to students in general.  

 

 

• Initiatives centre 

around alumni 

outreach 

 

• Job prospects and 

general academic 

help, making 

QIAA relevant 

 

• Internship 

facilitator and 

support, from 

current and 

alumnus members 
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Acquire Credit Cards 

 

 Many initiatives require to make large purchases which 

require credit cards. Having credit cards tied to the QIAA bank 

account will hopefully make large transaction easier as well as 

more accessible. Additionally, smaller transactions could be 

made more readily, and not incurred on by members who do not 

want to send reimbursement request under twenty dollars.  

A requirement to be an executive should not be to have 

a large credit limit. However, in so instances, the fact that some 

one in QIAA has had a high credit limit has made initiative 

activities possible. Having credit cards would make the club 

more accessible, and functional. 

A clear policy regarding their use, and accessibility will 

be developed. 

 

 

Develop integration between QIAA and QDU 
 

The AMS has given us an opportunity to become more 

closely tied with a group that is just as established and 

prestigious as us. Though it is entire dependent on them, 

formalising a relationship now that we share a physical space 

could be a great benefit to both our clubs. Since, so much is 

dependent on them, as well as this being a low priority for me, 

please refer the to the quick points for the substance of this 

project.  

 

 

 

• Acquire 2-4 Credit 

cards for executive 

use 

 

• Increase the 

accessibility and 

functionality of 

executive 

positions 

 

• Develop Policy 

regarding their use 

QUICK POINTS 

• We can bring back 

office hours with 

more distributed 

hours between 

club executives 

 

• Creating a liaison 

position, possibly 

one of the first-

year interns 

 

• Helping each other 

with man-power 

and logistical 

support 

QUICK POINTS 
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Policy   
 

 

Policy is how I plan to exercise the potential of the presidency. Instead of directing each 

member and executive, I will expect that adherence to the following set of expectations will keep 

each one of us accountable to the other. This is how I believe I can have the most effectual and 

beneficial impact on the operations of QIAA. This will be expected to be followed, and there will 

be immediate consequences for not doing so – those consequences are outlines in “My Leadership” 

section of this platform. However, I am not a tyrant and will be happy to change policy whenever 

complaints are made and especially if a majority wills it another way. That said, policy change 

will have to undergo a process, were core agrees to in a simple majority to change or strike the 

policy. Otherwise, if one official policy is being ignored completely, that delegitimises all others. 
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Memoranda as Official Mode of Communication 

 

One problem that affects any large organisation is an 

effective way to keep people informed of all the activities and 

directions that other members of the organisation are taking. As 

I have said in this platform the key to making QIAA more 

vibrant is to let initiatives have independence. However, then a 

problem arises when instead of cooperating with one another, 

initiatives become estranged and isolated, destroy the 

organisation. I believe that a system of memos will help QIAA 

become more cohesive, transparent and efficient.  

All memo’s will be no longer than 750 words and at 

minimum 100 words. They are separated into two kinds, 

“announcement” and “action”.  The announcement memo will 

serve to communicate important information the initiative wants 

all members and executives to know. It will be sent to the 

presidential email and posted online in the QIAA website, and 

if requested (maximum one per week) emailed to all core 

executives. Additionally, a spread sheet will be kept in the 

presidential email, to keep track of any policy changes each 

initiative makes within its own jurisdiction. This will also help 

in the regular posting of the QIAA news letter.  

An action memo will communicate the intent of an 

initiative to complete a project or change QIAA policy. These 

will be required at the end of every week, in effect being a 

progress report on all activities of the initiative; though they can 

submit more than one if they wish. Again, they will be sent to 

the presidential email and tracked in a spread sheet. Their 

purpose is to keep executives accountable to their plans and to 

other executives. Initiatives that fail to meet the actions laid out 

in these memos will have consequences with increasing severity 

the more frequent their inconsistency. Furthermore, it formalises 

the thought process of executives, and common reference for 

accountability. They are more substantive and require more 

predetermined structure to fill out. As well these can be sent in 

rebuttal to another initiative’s action memo. A template is 

provided as an appendix to this platform for both types of 

memos. 

• Will help the 

interns keep track 

of initiative for 

news letter 

publication 

 

• Help leadership 

keep track of 

initiatives 

intentions and 

plans 

 

• Makes weekly 

meetings 

redundant 

 

• Formalises 

initiative 

intentions and 

decision-making 

process 

 

• Point of reference 

for inter-initiative 

planning  

 

• Facilitates 

transition manual 

writing 

 

• Compliment not 

replacement of 

more instant 

communication 
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Additionally, at the end of every mandated weekly action memo, each initiative will be 

required to write a “Transition Thought of the Week”. This promotes the constant consideration 

that should be paid to the forth coming leaders and members of QIAA. Every week executives 

come up against challenges, and every week they are over come. It is much harder to recollect all 

those instances at the end of the years than at the end of the week.  

This policy is not meant to be restrictive, but complimentary. More instant and convenient 

forms of communication will be encouraged, but not actively managed or reviewed by leadership 

or myself. Memos are a way of building trust between leadership and initiatives as much as it is 

about inter-initiative information and accessibility. What is more, general members can also see 

these memos and spot certain initiatives that are doing or planning activities in line with their 

interest. A member for the MUN team member could be doing research on a subject while in a 

few days a Speaker Series or Outreach event might be helpful in supplementing that research. 

 Tracking Participation Hours 
 

The size of QIAA, both financially and membership 

wise, is an invaluable asset to fostering a positive and 

meaningful presence at campus. It allows QIAA to run a lot of 

its own initiatives without external help, but it is frustrating to 

be told as an executive that that size refuses to work for you. The 

way to combat this is by quantifying the level of participation 

form Core, and if deemed necessary, general members as well.  

The system would involve having a member of 

leadership, present at each event. A list of events weekly events 

would be published for Core to register their intent of going to 

an event. Each member of Core must attend at least three hours 

of published events per semester. They have the option to 

delegate their hours to an extended executive member. At the 

event the member of leadership will confirm the hours of those 

present with executive of the hosting initiative. These will be 

kept track of and be made public every 6 weeks of an academic 

semester. 

This system will quantifiably track the participation of 

Core member and leadership. This will make any public 

accusation of lacking in commitment unnecessary. Leadership 

and ultimately myself will take the responsibility for members 

not showing up to registered event. Initiatives should feel 

supported by each other; any failure of support is the fault of the 

president and disappointed direct at them. 

 

• Each core member 

will have a quota, 

and their rate of 

participation 

tracked 

 

• One member of 

leadership will 

confirm this, 

seconded by the 

event’s initiative 

executive present 

 

• Tracked and made 

public every 6 

weeks 

 

• Unsatisfactory 

sentiment of 

support should be 

directed and 

communicated 

solely and 

squarely at the 

president 
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Promote QIAA to First-years and Outsiders 

 

First-years are great, controversial opinion perhaps, but 

one easily defended especially when trying to promote cohesion 

in a club for years to come. First-years may not have the most 

knowledge, but hey do have unbelievable capacity to learn.; 

simply by the amount of time they have. If a cohort of first-years 

is attracted to the club for two or three years, they will have 

garnered enough knowledge about the activities and goals of 

QIAA to lead and contribute to it. Therefore, appealing to First-

years is a big part of my platform. Having more accessible 

socials and participating in more campus activities as QIAA 

members are the two primary ways I want to achieve this. 

One main point will be to encourage the discontinuation 

of the Core Retreat social. I see this a as a miss use of funds 

meant for the general use of the club. It is definitionally 

exclusive. The funds saved will go for towards a social of similar 

purpose, to promote the unity and acquaintance between Core 

members, and being open to QIAA members and outsiders. Like 

Gala closes of the year, this social would open it up, although in 

more modest style. Pizza or catered snacks would be provided, 

and the event would be alcohol free. Each initiative’s executive 

would be showcased, with prizes to be won by completing 

personal challenges, such as talking to certain people about 

certain things, or avoiding subjects other are tasked to tease out. 

The general aim would be to let everyone get to know each 

other, as well as becoming more accessible to potential members 

and returning ones.  

Price for this would be a concern, as well as for all other 

socials going forward. Rewarding our paying members with 

rebates and discounts should be more frequent. Though 

accessibility is a main concern of mine, we must also show that 

being a member is worth price.  

QIAA members will also be encouraged to join 

intermural and other campus activities as QIAA members. This 

saves on institutional capacity on QIAA’s part and uses the 

existing activities to become more united while promoting 

ourselves as a club, potentially enticing new members.  

 

• Substituting Core 

Retreat with 

QIAA 2018-2019 

Launch Party, 

open to anyone 

and returning 

members 

encouraged to 

come  

 

• Emphasise no-

alcohol socials, 

and advertise 

specifically to first 

years 

 

• Have at least one 

non-alcohol social 

each semester: 

Bowling, 

climbing, 

barbeque, board 

game night 

 

• QIAA intermural 

teams 
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Encourage Inter-Club Cooperation and Projects 

 

 Saving resources money will be come more and more 

important as our opt-out fee diminishes in value through time. 

Therefore, saving money on banners, posters, and promotional 

durables will be encouraged. The primary way of doing this is 

by cooperating with smaller clubs or organising events that the 

AMS would give out a grant for promotional purposes. Clubs 

that we have built a long relationship with might be persuaded 

to pitch in for a shared banner or poster purchase. This would 

formalise the relationship and making it costlier for a club to 

simply abandon or neglect our ties and cooperation in future. 

 Additionally, it will be encouraged for members to 

participate in another club if possible, to increase the presence 

of the QIAA in campus, but also to develop or strengthen ties 

with existing clubs. 

  

• The AMS gives 

out grants 

generously, 

especially for the 

purposes of print 

advertising 

material  

 

• Make formal club 

cooperation 

banners to solidify 

relationship, and 

encourage use in 

future years 
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Summary 
 

Making the process of working for QIAA more 

formal, should allow members and executives to become 

more personable with each other, as they will have more 

information and grasp of why certain things happened or 

did not happen. I hope we can address problems more 

directly, reducing friction between initiatives, and 

insulating responsibilities from personalities. 

A comprehensive HR policy should be QIAA a 

more welcoming place and build a culture of openness and 

trust. Memos will paly a large role in the day-today 

operation of the club. These policies and projects will yield 

the most results when implemented together. I will strive 

to always be informing you though memos of my own of 

their progress 

I will retain the commitment and work ethic of our 

members in pursuit of these goals, by reminding them that 

this is what we signed up for: Engaging with amazing 

people in this campus and abroad, educating those who are 

passionate about our expertise, including ourselves, so that we can grow as students, and global 

citizens, and of course to experience a large organisation that can take us to wherever our passion 

wants. This is because I want to continue for you to have the opportunities to say, I organised a 

conference of hundreds of people, I produced a respected podcast, worked in a far reaching 

publication, met my friend from new Zealand at Harvard, convinced the Minister of Defense to 

speak at my university, helped refugees feel a little more at home in a place thousands of miles 

from it, and so much more that we have yet to think of. This is the QIAA that I want to lead, and 

my platform is how I want to lead. 

 

Works Cited 
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APPENDIX A 

Template for an Action Memorandum  

ACTION: Date 

TO:  

FROM:  

Subject: What you feel is most pressing about this week or topic, “General Update” is acceptable 

Background 

This section explains the situation or the prompt which made eventual course of action happen. 

Here you describe the facts as you know them to be so that the reader knows where you are 

coming from. 

Recommendation 

This section explains the details of what intended to do about the situation or prompt above. This 

is where specific times, plans, and activities are outlined so the reader knows exactly how you re 

addressing the background. 

Outcome 

This section explains what you believe will happen because of the implementation of your 

recommendation. Try and think of as many possible situations and effect, as this might change 

your recommendation. If no change, then the reader has a good idea of your intent and thought 

process. 
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APPENDIX B 

Template for an Announcement Memorandum 

ANNOUCMENT: Date 

TO:  

FROM:  

Subject: 

Content 


